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Estimating the contribution of DSS to financial consulting decision-making is attracting considerable interest
in the fast-growing field of banking DSS. This study evaluated the perceived role of banking DSS in the
decision-making of investment counselors. A questionnaire was submitted to 40 investment counselors to
determine the comparative importance of DSS information components. Data were analyzed using two com-
plementary methods (analytical hierarchy processing and Neumann–Segev). The most important informa-
tion components were customer's and investment risk classification, and customer goals and nature of
investment. The results differed across administrative ranks and as a function of the user's experience level.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the past few years, information systems have entered the field
of investment counseling, where they are used to support the work
of bank employees in charge of customer portfolios. These bankers
assist customers in making investments in a way that suits their life-
styles and financial goals. Traditionally, bankers simply remembered
their customers and their customers' profiles and tried to design
investment portfolios adapted to each. This approach may have
been appropriate in the past, but is less so in an age in which there
are so many financial instruments that befit a far wider classification
of customer types and investment types.

Vahidov and Kersten [37] described the major changes in the
business environment in the past thirty years and in particular, the glob-
alization of economy and the growing complexity of economic relation-
ships. These in turn contribute to the complexity of the decision
problems faced by decision makers [11]. Additionally, important finan-
cial decisions require reasonably accurate forecasts based on various
probabilistic information components such as forecasting futuremedical
needs and costs [39], household financial planning in years to come [35],
etc. It seems virtually impossible for an investor to utilize all the available
information in the short time needed to respond to market trends.
Therefore, a controlmechanism is needed to help bankers equilibrate de-
liberation and timely decision-making [36]. All the above clearly point to
the increasing need for sophisticated decision support tools.

Although a DSS should improve decision quality, research has
shown that at times the opposite is true or that implementation of a

system has no effect at all [20]. This is not entirely unexpected since
multiple variables, issues and contexts are involved. Nonetheless,
DSSs have a vast potential for supplying complete, uniform, exact,
up to date, accessible and reliable banking information, which can
improve decision quality and reduce risks and uncertainties that
stem from lack of information [5]. Specifically, information about cus-
tomers, such as their goals and the nature of their investments, the
investment horizon, the customer's risk classification, investment his-
tory, etc. can enhance the decision making processes of bankers who
deal with investment counseling.

Assessing the value of such information as part of the decision
making processes is one of the most important topics in several
research fields that deal with organizational information, and has
been studied extensively over a wide range of disciplines that deal
with information systems in organizations [2]. Components of the
systemmust be examined using variables that relate to the character-
istics of the information to best maximize utility. According to Ahituv
[1] there are three main characteristics: time variables, for instance
system response time, frequency of receipt of data, etc., content
variables, for instance relevancy, precision, suitability of data to
what the user wants, aggregation of data, etc., and format variables
such as visual presentation, interactive visual analytic tools [31],
interactive media, arranging data in tables versus graphs, graphic
design, etc. Ideally, each variable in the utility function should be
clearly defined and possible to measure, and the relationship between
the variables in the utility function and the cost variables should be
known and mathematically defined. In such a situation, optimization
tools help choose the most appropriate system. In reality, however,
the maximizing utility method has several shortcomings related to
problems of measurement [27].
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The main purpose of this study was to assess the perceived value of
information obtained fromaDSSdesigned to assist the decision-making
processes of bankers who deal with customer investment counseling.
As officially stated by the bank, the DSS characterizes the customer in
terms of purpose of investment and risk classification, takes into ac-
count current macroeconomic parameters, and then constructs and
presents a documented recommendation for investment.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews the liter-
ature regarding user expectations and evaluations of DSSs and a per-
ceived value of information approach, and details the objectives of the
present study. Section 3 presents the analysis tools used to assess the
perceived value of information; namely, the AHP (analytical hierarchy
processing) method [29] and the Neumann–Segevmethod of analyzing
correlations [26]. The results are presented in Section 4, and discussed
in Section 5. Section 6 covers limitations and future research directions,
and Section 7 presents practical conclusions and recommendations for
improvement in the specific DSS surveyed here.

2. Background and research approach

2.1. Background and literature review

The goal of investment decision-making is to select an optimal
portfolio that satisfies the investor's objective to maximize invest-
ment returns under given constraints and limitations [28,30]. This,
for instance, can be addressed through value of information analysis
that assesses the benefits of additional information to reduce uncer-
tainties [14,42]. Applied information economics can also be used to
make cost/benefit optimization analyses regarding IT investments,
which involve extensive mathematical models [34].

However, as Ahituv, Munro and Wand [4] pointed out, decision
makers seek satisfaction and not necessarily optimization (which
derives from utility theory), and tend to adopt the first solution that
fits their expectations. For instance, individuals may stick to a certain
knownprofit (froma specific investment fund),which is not necessarily
the maximal profit, because that maximum is not known (see also [27]
formore examples). Rafaeli and Raban [28] used the perceived “willing-
ness to pay”method to show that people's use of information is irratio-
nal and apparently derives from the need to avoid risks. For instance,
they noted that simply having the information “just in case”was an im-
portant thing for the users. It is a plausible that irrational thinking
should be taken into account inmost decisionmaking processes [8], es-
pecially when the decision involves conditions of uncertainty, risk [19]
or extensive psychological involvement [6].

The concept of evaluating DSS through its users is based on Mason
and Mitroff's [23] accepted definition: “An information system con-
sists of, at least, a person of a certain psychological type dealing
with a problem located in an organizational context, which the per-
son needs evidence to solve, with the evidence being presented to
her in a particular manner of presentation”. This definition makes it
clear that the user is the deciding factor in planning the system,
since if the system does not fit the user's needs, she will simply not
use it. Hence, a vital measure of the system's success is the extent of
use of the information system and the user's satisfaction. These fac-
tors were shown to be related to preliminary as well as ongoing train-
ing, especially at the managerial level. [20].

Users' ability to experience the positive outcomes of the system
has also been identified as a crucial factor for system satisfaction
and usage. [20,22]. Lilien et al. (2004) showed that even when a
high quality DSS is used, where results may thus be substantially
improved, its perceived quality may not be commensurate.

2.2. Estimating the value of information

Ahituv [2] and Ahituv and Neumann [5] defined three key ap-
proaches to evaluation of the value of information, which they

termed Perceived, Realistic and Normative. The perceived value of
information reflects the user's viewpoint and understanding of how
she or he sees the advantages and disadvantages that derive from
using the IS. The realistic value of information is the difference in per-
formance (of organizations or individuals) before and after obtaining
information. This is basically an empirical approach that reflects the
organization's actual performance. The normative value of informa-
tion predicts the system's value based on a theoretical model derived
from normative models and from the predicted behavior of the deci-
sion maker. Under the assumption that the decision maker behaves
rationally, the expected utility or expected profit can be calculated.

Each approach has plus sides and shortcomings and the optimal
approach to a given situation depends on the information to be
assessed and the parameters of the situation. A perceived evaluation
of a DSS is usually undertaken when the information quality cannot
be entirely objectively measured; for instance, when the reliability
of the information is difficult to evaluate objectively [38]. The more
strategic or unstructured the decision is, the more difficult it is to
measure the value of information. Such decisions are usually non-
repetitive, involve numerous unknowns that are external to the orga-
nization, and may involve extensive creativity as well; altogether this
can make it rather difficult to assess the quality of the decision pro-
cess [17]. For instance, at senior management levels only a measure
of the perceived value of information can absorb real world issues
such as competitive power, people skills, organization politics, etc.
[2,7,15].

This is also true in the case of investment counseling, where the
decision is fairly amorphous and usually extremely complex, and
there is no way to work out “the best answers”. Therefore, perceived
assessment of information is considered the most potent and reliable
indicator and was adopted here.

Assessing the perceived value of information is feasible once the DSS
is up and running since it is especially difficult to carry outmeasures like
these on planned systems that are not part of the users' or decision
makers' environment. Nonetheless, with or without an existing IS,
assessing the perceived value of information is not an easy task. A num-
ber of methods have been developed to measure the perceived value of
information, two of whichwere used here. The first is the AHP, that uti-
lizes a hierarchic analytical process [29]. The second is the Neumann–
Segev semantic scale (commonly employed as an odd Likert scale
[14]). In both methods, the users are asked to indicate their responses
to characteristics or properties of the system on a questionnaire.
Thesemethods do not yield an exactmonetary value, and it is practical-
ly impossible to conduct cost/benefit analyses. These methods are
explained in detail in Section 3.

2.3. Objectives of this study

The objective was to quantify the perceived impact of various
information components of financial DSS on the decision making pro-
cesses of investment counselors. The first goal was to hierarchize the
contribution of a set of components of information to the decision
making process. This was done by analyzing a questionnaire submit-
ted to investment counselors in a leading bank in Israel that assessed
the perceived value of information obtained by using financial DSSs in
the decision making process. The second goal was to determine the
factors that affect the use of financial DSSs. Specifically, (a) the effect
of seniority (see also [3]), and, (b) the effect of the administrative
rank of the investment counselors (Investment Counselor, Team
Leader, Branch Manager, etc.) were analyzed.

3. Material and methods

In this study, two complementary methods were chosen: the AHP
method [29] and the semantic scale as used by Neumann–Segev in
their method of analyzing correlations [26].
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